Abstract: After briefly surveying the research carried out in Hungary on the origin of sayings, proverbs and adages, this paper introduces and exemplifies the way the new Hungarian phraseological etymological dictionary has been compiled. It subsequently presents excerpts from the dictionary that will expound on the origin of 1800 set phrases and statistically analyses the linguistic, cultural-historical, historical, literary, ethnographic and intercultural background of the Hungarian set phrases included in the dictionary.
Introduction
Whoever is engaged in the gleaning, systematizing, analysing and codifying of sayings, proverbs and adages (phrasemes by collective designation) is bound to encounter sooner or later the recurrence of the following question: who has said it first? To whom, when, and why did s/he say it? This study does not aim to define the phraseme through strict research, nor does it claim to classify the types of phrasemes. These questions are amply discussed in special literature from Michel Bréal and Charles Bally through Julio Casares and González Rey down to the monumental monograph of HSK, to name but a few of the eminent examples: Bréal 1897, Bally 1905 , Bally 1909 , Casares 1950 González Rey 2002; Burger et al. 2007 .
Similarly to other languages, the etymological exploration of phrasemes in Hungarian has a significant tradition. The beginning of this process was characterised by researchers such as Antal Szirmay (1804) , András Dugonics (1820) , and Péter Pelkó (1864) , who worked on pieces that had anecdotal character. The 19th and 20th centuries have offered genuine scholarly achievements by notable researchers such as Béla Tóth (1895) , Manó Kertész (1922) , Gyula Csefkó (1930) , István Békés (1968) and Gábor O. Nagy (1957 ) or László Hadrovics (1995 . Outstanding even among these prominent figures of scholarship is Gábor O. Nagy, who created a new genre of linguistics in Hungary with his groundbreaking work entitled Mi fán terem? [On what tree does the phrase grow?] published in 1957. The new genre or sub-discipline set in motion by this book is now known as 'mifantology' (coinage derived from the Hungarian book title referring to the exploration into phrasemes' etymological origin). However, O. Nagy's death, which happened in 1973, prevented him from completing his oeuvre of phraseme etymology and compiling the planned sequel to Mi fán terem?, a comprehensive, grand-scale and highly readable book of glosses titled Szólásról szólásra [From idiom to idiom] .
The first edition of Mi fán terem?, as the index reveals, offered clarifications on the origin of 252 phrasemes. Later on, these were discussed further by Miklós Kovalovszky through 28 elucidations, which were selected among explications of sayings by Gábor O. Nagy that had appeared in various loci. Thus, the 10th edition of Mi fán terem? (released by Akkord Publishing House Budapest in 2011) has been used by the current study to shed light on the origin and background of the history of culture of 280 Hungarian sayings. It is significant that a summaryof similar scale has not been published ever since. The reason for this may have been the book's overwhelming magnificence. It is all too understandable, then, that apart from studies on phrase explanation published in linguistic journals like Magyar Nyelvőr [The Guardian of Hungarian] and Magyar Nyelv [The Hungarian Language] no linguist has ventured into writing the continuation of Gábor O. Nagy's summarizing work, although Hungarian still has plenty of phrasemes that need to be clarified in terms of their disputable etymology.
Ever since I began to deal with the phrasemes of French and Hungarian the question of the origin of sayings and proverbs has occurred to me often. This is the reason why I have been systematically collecting the items of information on the origin of phrasemes of the Hungarian language. As I was advancing in this process of gathering information the idea of a new-type Hungarian phraseological dictionary of etymology slowly dawned upon me and took a definite outline. As a result, this work was published in Budapest in May 2015 with the title Szólások, közmondások eredete [The origin of sayings and proverbs] by Tinta Publishing House which I would like to present in brief below.
Features of the dictionary
The aim of the work was to summarize, preserve and continue the intellectual quest of Hungarian phraseme etymologist Gábor O. Nagy and, at the same time, to transcend it from several points of view. The new book is a dictionary by genre, with all the typical features found in a dictionary.
The headings
In my dictionary, the entries are clustered around the headings (keywords or call-words) of phrasemes, which are highlighted typographically and arranged alphabetically. The selection of headings relied upon the following principles: 2.1.1. If there was a noun or an element turned noun in the expression, then the expression was placed under the first nominal member. For instance, the set phrase sziklára épít, ʻto build on rock', appears under the heading szikla ʻrock', and the phrase Szemet szemért, fogat fogért ʻ(An) eye for (an) eye, (a) tooth for (a) tooth' under the heading szem ʻeye'. I also chose to apply this to expressions such as sziszifuszi munka ʻa labour of Sisyphus; a Sisyphean task/toil', and as a result the saying was placed under the heading munka ʻlabour'. However, as the constituents of this type of locution or idiom are the words sziszifuszi ʻSisyphus, Sisyphean', plátói ʻPlatonic' (cf. also plátói szerelem ʻPlatonic love'), which carry heavier weight as far as the history of culture is concerned, these constituents include a cross-reference to the entry that contains further explanation.
2.1.2.
The idiomatic comparisons are also to be found under the first nominal element (noun in most cases) of the comparing structure: the idiom iszik, mint a kefekötő ʻto drink like a fish -literally: to drink like a brush maker' is to be found under kefekötő ʻbrush maker', while ártatlan, mint a ma született bárány ʻinnocent as a newborn lamb' is under the headword bárány ʻlamb'.
2.1.3.
The explanation of locutions containing family names and/or given names is located, in the majority of cases, under the heading corresponding to the family name. For instance, the idiom alluding to a famous pre-World-War-Two Hungarian fashion designer, vkit nem a Tüdős Klára tervezett ʻliterally: she was not designed by Klára Tüdős', with the meaning csúnya ʻugly', is placed within the surname Tüdős. Expressions such as Szent János áldása/áldomása/pohara ʻliterally: blessing/drink/glass of Saint John' meaning ʻthe last glass of wine before leaving' are invariably placed under the Christian name (János ʻJohn').
2.1.4.
As for the familiar expressions coming from foreign languages (ab ovo, ceterum censeo, To be or not to be, that is the question, L'État c'est moi ʻI am the state' etc.), I chose, for the sake of simplicity, to have their first word as the heading and to list them in alphabetical order. The explanation of their origin, however -especially in the case of proverbs and maxims -is generally provided within the entry of the Hungarian equivalent by cross-referencing the heading using the symbol : Cogito ergo sum.  gondolkodik: Gondolkodom, tehát vagyok. (ʻthink: I think therefore I am'.) The display of headings and their equivalent phrasemes in a foreign language is justified with an apt sentence by Erasmus from the year 1500 (Erasmus 2010: I, ix. 26): "Quandoquidem habent hoc peculiare pleraque proverbia, ut in ea lingua sonari postulent, in qua nata sunt; quod si in alienum sermonem demigrarint, multum gratiae decedat" [Most proverbs have the peculiarity of requiring to be voiced in the language they were born in; for if a proverb were to wander over to a foreign language, it would largely lose much of its allure and charm].
2.1.5. The variant forms of the headword are included within square brackets: gyerek [gyermek] ʻchild'. The headings of the same form are separated by numerals: áll1 ʻchin' -áll2 ʻstand'. Their order of sequence is: nominal (noun), verb, other parts of speech. In the case of rarer forms of heading a cross-reference is given to the more frequent form: dürgés ʻ (Hungarian dialectal variant of 'thunder')  dörgés ʻthunder, roar'.
The lexical forms and semantic interpretations of phrasemes
2.2.1. The examined phraseme denoted by the sign  is generally rendered in the most neutral form possible, in compliance with the general practice of lexicology. Accordingly, the verb, unless it is fixed in another form, will always appear in its third person singular form. As the sayings, locutions and situational phrases are inherently parts of micro-dialogs, it is not easy to determine their unified lexicographical form. An effort was made to indicate the most frequently used forms (eg. second person singular or first person plural): Ne igyál/igyunk előre a medve bőrére! ʻDon't sell the skin till you have caught the bear. ' Within the set phrase, the elements that can either be inserted into the expression or omitted are inserted within parentheses: Kenyeret és cirkuszt (a népnek) ʻBread and circuses (for the masses)'. In the case of several phrasemes belonging to the same headword, these forms are in round brackets and are ignored in terms of alphabetical order. The simple variants figuring in the phrasemes are separated by slants, while variants of structure are inserted within square brackets: rövidre/szorosra/kurtára [kemény kézzel] fogja a gyeplőt [kezében tartja a gyeplőt] ʻto keep a tight rein on smb/smth'.
There are headings under which, due to the identical nature of their keywords and explanation of descent, two or more phrasemes appear: these phrasemes stand in a close intellectual and formal relationship with one another yet they are slightly disparate in their meanings and forms of usage. These are given numerals before the phraseme. Eg.,  1. az örök vadászmezők 'the happy hunting ground = the next/other world'; 2. elköltözik/eltávozik az örök vadászmezőkre 'literally: to move/depart to the eternal hunting grounds = to kill'. For the foreign-language equivalents (see 2.4.) the numbering will identify which equivalent belongs to which Hungarian phraseme. Eg., ○ ang. 1. the happy hunting ground | ném. 2. in die ewigen Jagdgründe eingehen; 3. jmdn. in die ewigen Jagdgründe befördern/schicken. If the numbering stands directly after the question mark ○, it means that the foreign-language equivalents are all variants of the given Hungarian phraseme. Eg.,  1. elnyeri/elviszi a pálmát 'to carry off the palm = he has the top place, triumphs and achieves the best result in an action or competition)'; 2. odaítéli a pálmát vkinek, vminek (vmiben) 'literally: to award the palm to smb, smth = to announce smb or smth as the winner (in smth)': ○ 1. fr. remporter la palme | ném. die Palme erringen | sp. ganar/llevarse la palma.
As to the required cases and complements within the phrasemes, it is important to stress the significance of these, as in their absence the usage of the expressions and their insertion into a sentence -primarily for those studying Hungarian as a second language -will not always be plain and unambiguous. Nevertheless, it has been observed that even in everyday speech of those speaking Hungarian as their mother tongue there is a certain amount of grammatical weakening, which mostly crops up in the mistaken usages of case-government. It is also worth mentioning that more than one meaning tends to be accompanied with a difference in the required case or complement. These complementary grammatical building blocks that belong to the phrasemes and are substantial for usage are indicated with the usual dictionary abbreviations in angle brackets and ignored in initial position in terms of the alphabetical order: 〈vki〉 ʻsmb', 〈vmi〉 ʻsmth', 〈vkinek〉 ʻto smb', 〈vmitől〉 ʻfrom smth' etc.
Immediately after the lexicographical form of the phraseme comes the supplementary pragmatic information on the phraseme with abbreviations within parentheses. These items of information pertain to the paramount types of phrasemes -(sz) = szólás ʻidiom', (szh) = szóláshasonlat ʻidiomatic comparison', (szm) = szólásmondás, szállóige ʻsaying, adage', (km) = közmondás ʻproverb' -or to the lexical classification alluding to the circle of style and usage detached from the neutral or everyday usage: (biz) = bizalmas ʻcolloquial, informal', (gúny) = gúnyos ʻironic', (rég) = régies ʻarchaic', (táj) = tájjellegű ʻdialectal'. In adopting the lexical qualifications listed and defined in the book's section titled Rövidítések, jelek [Abbreviations, signs] I relied upon the dictionaries supplied in the list of sources.
2.2.2.
The lexical entry is followed by the metalinguistic interpretation and gloss of meaning of the phraseme in a form that is as precise as possible and that contains tips on usage and hints on evaluation as well. If an expression has more than one meaning, these are separated by the labels a); b); c) etc. The primary source of the elucidations is my dictionary titled Magyar szólások, közmondások értelmező szótára fogalomköri mutatóval [Dictionary of definitions of Hungarian sayings and proverbs with an index of spheres of concepts] (Bárdosi 2012) . If the given phraseme failed to appear in that dictionary, a new definition was created, drawing upon reliable lexicigraphical sources if necessary.
There are cases in which the phraseme and its meaning or paraphrase defies the usual manner of making them sort of equivalent -even if the semantic additions are emphasized. A phraseme that exemplifies this is the following one: hűbelebalázs módjára ʻin a slapdash way; recklessly; harum-scarumliterally: (rushes to do smth) like a happy-go-lucky, without adequate consideration, not counting upon the expectable (unpleasant consequences)'. The phrasemes of the type Kár a benzinért! ʻit's not worth the candle -literally: it's not worth the gas/petrol' which are called pragmatic situation sentences or conventional idioms, and the proverbs of the type Ember embernek farkasa ʻMan is to man a wolf' are generally voiced in a given speech situation as a response to or assessment of the situation, which means that they invariably reflect the speaker's point of view. In such cases, the entire metalinguistic interpretation gets into square braces { }: Kár a benzinért! {expressing dissuasion or snubbing: it isn't worth it, it isn't worth the effort}; Ember embernek farkasa Man is wolf to man {men harm one another whenever they can}.
Explanations of descent
Beside giving detailed and reliable information on the forms and meanings of phrasemes in the dictionary, my main aim was to resume and continue the best tradition of the 'mifantology' created in the 1950s-60s by Gábor O. Nagy and that of the 280 explanations of origin elaborated in popular form. With this in mind, I intended to describe, on the basis of circumspect micro-philological examinations, the linguistic, culturalhistorical, literary, ethnographic and intercultural circumstances of those phrasemes. The figurative sense of these might be familiar to the language users, yet they cannot derive the figurative meaning from the original meaning of the component words rendering thus the origin of the phraseme obscure for them. With the 1800 explanations of origin introduced with the sign  in the dictionary I sought to satisfy the curiosity of those interested in language who raise the well-known question with respect to the phrasemes identified with the metaphor 'flowers of the language' as well: who said it to whom, when, and why did he say it? The motivated phrasemes with a lucid descent (töri a fejét ʻto rack one's brains', fehér, mint a fal ʻbe as white as a sheet -literally: be as white as a wall') are not investigated in my dictionary. As the Hungarian and international special literature utilized testifies the majority of the explications of lineage may be seen as resolved. This applies first and foremost to phrasemes drawn from the common European cultural tradition (biblical texts, mythology, history) or those rooted in ordinary everyday observations. There are, of course, many phrasemes in Hungarian the origins of which are not definite. These usually reflect a concept or image that has lost its meaning by now and one can simply guess on their paternity: áprilist járat vkivel ʻto send him on a fool's errand -literally: to make him the April fool', (az) ebek harmincadjára kerül/jut ʻruined, disintegrated, to go to the dogs -literally: to get to the dogs' thirtieth (thirtieth: an obsolete form of tax)', Egyszer volt Budán kutyavásár = a) it is but one single occasion that a man has an extraordinary luck; b) expresses denial or rejection: it does not follow from a one-time permission that the same is permitted again; ʻit was only once that a dog market was held in Buda', etc. These phrasemes, then, were qualified as of having uncertain and unclarified extraction, yet I did try to set the various opinions separated by the lozenge (◊) against one another, in order to highlight the most likely one out of them and, this way, to offer my own point of view on the matter.
The work titles in the explanations are highlighted in italics. When a foreign-language title is present, the original title is followed by its Hungarian version in square brackets. The citations are formatted in a similar fashion: first comes the text of foreign language with the normal typeface in quotation marks, then its Hungarian translation in square brackets with the translator indicated. In the citations, the word or phraseme to be highlighted was marked in italics.
Equivalents of phrasemes in foreign languages
Another noteworthy innovation of the dictionary, in addition to the dictionary-like clustering of the phrasemes and their glosses, is that it offers the phrasemes' corresponding variants in foreign -mainly European -languages. This could be arranged, with no aspiration to completeness and based on reliable written sources, when the identity or substantial similarity of the phrasemes' constituent parts, the images utilized in them as well as their semantic contents made this possible. The languages appearing the most are English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Polish, but examples are drawn from Danish, Dutch, Croatian, Czech, Slovak, Swedish, Latin, and even Turkish. This added piece of information also appeals to those interested in foreign languages and is marked by the sign ○. The abbreviation of each of the languages is to be found in the dictionary's section titled Rövidítések, jelek [Abbreviations, signs] . The various foreign-language equivalents are separated from each other by the sign | (see also: 2.2.1.).
Iconography
The phrasemes frequently appear on different pieces of art, primarily on paintings and sculptures. One of the most familiar examples of this is the painting by Pieter Bruegel Sr. titled 'Flemish proverbs' from 1559, which illustrates more than a hundred Flemish sayings and proverbs, most of them present in several European languages as well. Occasionally, I supplied this information (together with creator's name, title of work, date of origin, provenance) by introducing it with the mark . As for the phraseme of Biblical origin damaszkuszi út (the road to Damascus) the iconographic citation is as follows:  Albrecht Dürer: Saul megtérése [The Conversion Of St. Paul], 1494-1495 (Drezda, Kupferstichkabinett).
The bibliographic references belonging to each of the entries
Each entry ends with an alphabetical listing of the bibliographic data of works used for the gloss of origin within it. The frequently-cited written sources are supplied in shortened form together with page numbers (eg., II: 457) . For the identification of other utilized sources I employed the usual scholarly mode of citation. Eg., Balázsi, MNy. 100 (2004): 298-313. For electronic sources, the citation offers the title of the webpage and the date of the last page visit. Eg., Magyar Elektronikus Könyvtár -http:// mek.oszk.hu/ (2014.05.19). The detailed bibliographic data are in the chapter Felhasznált források [Sources utilized] at the end of the dictionary, which contains more than 500 items.
Footers
The user-friendly nature of the dictionary is corroborated by the fact that the footer of odd pages contains the explanation of used signs, while that of the even pages the abbreviations of the dictionary (cf. Figure 1 ).
Indices
The appendix after the dictionary's lexicographical part contains the following indices: 2.8.1 Index of sayings, idioms, locutions and proverbs in alphabetical order of their first component part.
This index contains all the sayings, idioms, locutions and proverbs that occur in the dictionary part arranged in alphabetical order of the first component part of each item and with reference to the heading under which the given phraseme appears.
Index of sayings, idioms, locutions and proverbs according to their origin.
This index offers a comprehensive picture on what fields and areas the origin of the examined phrasemes can be tracked back, and also on the particular field the phrasemes descend from. In terms of their origin, the phrasemes' thematic classification tends to be unambiguous (general observation, Bible, Greek-Roman mythology, literature, folk custom, sport, history, wandering phraseme, etc.). A phraseme, however, may well figure in more than one thematic field, especially when there is no definite explanation on the origin of that phraseme. This is applicable to the typically Hungarian expression kenyértörésre viszi a dolgot ʻliterally: to take the affair to a breach of bread = a) to sharpen the conflicts between the two parties until they break up; b) to enforce a decision-making in a matter of lengthy dispute or in a lopsided situation', the origin of which is, for some, to be traced back to religious sermons while, for others, it lies in folklore language. The phrasemes falling under a given theme within the index come sequentially by alphabetical order of their first word. The detailed definitions are within the word highlighted in bold in the dictionary part.
Index of names.
The index of names contains the notable pieces of information related to personal names and geographical names (data of biography, sphere of activity, etc.), information that would have have been redundant if also supplied within the glosses. The question mark before biographical data indicates uncertainty .
Biblical index.
The Biblical loci appearing in the glosses of sayings are given according to the following Hungarian translation: Ó-és Újszövetségi Szentírás a Neovulgáta alapján. A Káldi-féle szentírásfordítás nyelvében megújítva, javítva a Neovulgáta alapján. Budapest. Szent Jeromos Bibliatársulat. 1997. (http://szentiras. hu/KNB). The Biblical index contains the tabular equivalencies of loci and abbreviations of the Reformed Church's Károli Bible (1590) and the Catholic Káldi Bible (1626).
Sources used
The dictionary is finished by a detailed list of all the sources used. This consists of two sections: a) the register of frequently cited written and electronic sources in shortened form and b) the register of other written and electronic sources, which contains also the latter.
Sample from the dictionary
The entry containing the explanation of origin of the internationally-renowned saying (egyszerű, mint a) Kolumbusz tojása ʻsimple like the egg of Columbus' exemplifies the principles of dictionary editing detailed above (cf. Figure 1. ). The figure reproduces the dictionary's form as it appears on pages 297-298. The gloss with the origin of the saying is translated into English as follows:
In search of the origin of the expression we can learn first and foremost from Martin Gardner's study that it was Girolamo Benzoni who described the story known to him only through hearsay in his work titled La historia de mondo nuovo published in Venice in 1565. This suggests that the ingeniously simple solution of standing up the egg had for a while been coupled by oral tradition with the personage of Columbus: "Columbus attended the dinner in the company of many Spanish noblemen [at cardinal Mendoza in 1493].
[…] One of them rose to speak, 'Mr Christopher, if you hadn't gone to India, here in Spain we wouldn't be without such a man who would have attempted the same as you did, since our country abounds in great men who are versed in cosmography as well as in literature'. Columbus did not say anything; he had an egg brought to him instead which he put on the table then said, 'Sirs, I'm willing to wager with anyone of you that none can set this egg on its tip as I do, with my hands only and without any props'. All of them tried, but none of them succeeded in having the egg stand on its tip. When the egg had gone around and got back to Columbus' hand, he tenderly touched it to the table and it stood, for its tip had slightly warped from the touching. This made all the nobles embarrassed as they understood what he'd wanted to say, that when someone has done it everybody will know how to do it. Giorgio Vasari, by contrast, gives an account of a similar story 15 years before that in his book titled Le Vite dei più eccellenti pittori, scultori e architettori [Lives of the most excellent painters and sculptors and architects] published in Florence in 1550 (in the Hungarian translation: 1973, 215). Here Vasari relates that the young Italian architect, Filippo Brunelleschi, designed an unusually big and heavy dome to the cathedral of Florence, Santa Maria de Fiore, where his remains lie to this day. The story that came to pass around 1420, some 70 years before the discovery of America, says that the officials of the city and the craftsmen wanted to see the model of this difficult and complex construction, but the architect refused the request and offered instead that, '...he who can set an egg vertically on a flat marble board should build the cupola, for this would demonstrate who had the brains. "… So they had an egg fetched and each of them made an attempt to set up the egg, but all failed. When called upon to try, Filippo took it cleverly, hit its lower end to the marble and set the egg upon the table. The artists began to grumble that they too could have done this, but Filippo laughed in the face of them and replied, "they could have built the cupola too if he had shown them the model or scheme.." With this apposite response it came to be decided he was the one to be commissioned for the work. Brunelleschi started constructing and thanks to his mathematical and engineering genius he could complete the dome, as László Grétsy puts it: "His talent revealed itself principally in the building of the cupola. He employed the so-called fishbone-masonry technique. He shaped sixty-four ribs climbing up in a covert spiral or helix. With the help of these he could attain that a power play similar to the spherical cupola arose in the vaulting, which is to say the cupola itself had been structurally self-supporting in every stage of the construction, all throughout. It required no comprehensive scaffolding, the plastering and masonwork could be enacted economically, from a hanging scaffolding. The work completed has been one of the biggest sized cupola in the world to this day and the advent of renaissance architecture is counted from the building of this cupola by the history of art." The story has another curiosity to it. When the imposing cupola had been finished at last, (many years later but decades before Columbus' first journey) its shape was exactly like the half of an egg which had been dented at its top. From the above story, however, no set phrase fastened to the name of Brunelleschi. The eminent Hungarian researcher of sayings, Gábor O. Nagy, touches the saying the egg of Columbus in his work Mi fán terem? as follows: "…the egg of Columbus is the transformation of a Spanish expression which in Hungarian translation would sound like the egg of Jancsi (Johnny) and an anecdote is coupled to it […] . Many people tried to attempt to put an egg on a table so it stood on its tip. Johnny Jancsi slightly slapped the egg to the tabletop and thus he resolved the question." As a synonym of huevo de Colón there indeed is in Spanish the term huevo de Juanelo, which refers to a concept that appears complicated but it truly is simple. According Spanish scholars of idioms, Jancsi was a preeminent engineer of Italian descent, Juanelo Turriano, or Giovanni Torriani in Italian, totally unknown to Hungarian lexicons, whose ingeniously simple water-lifting structure was instrumental in supplying water to Toledo and the fortress Alcázár elevating the water of Tajo flowing some 100 meters below the city. The vitality of the saying is attested by the fact that the expression huevo de Juanelo emerges in the work of a number of 17th century poets and playwrights. In the work of Pedro Calderón de la Barca titled La dama duende [Impish ghost -Huncut kísértet] written in 1629 (Act 2 Scene 3), for instance, he puts the idiom and its explanation in the mouth of a character, Dona Ángela (in the Hungarian translation, plainly enough, the familiar egg of Columbus appears): "¿Ahora sabes / lo del huevo de Juanelo, / que los ingenios más grandes / trabajaron en hacer / que en un bufete de jaspe / se tuviese en pie, y Juanelo, / con sólo llegar y darle / un golpecito, le tuvo? / Las grandes dificultades, / hasta saberse lo son; / que sabido, todo es fácil." [Now have you ever heard what is the egg of Columbus? Smart ones made an attempt but never succeeded in sitting it up. And there came the famous master Christopher, he just knocked it a trifle, as far as I know, and there stood the egg, on the smooth jasper table. What you're unable to find out will usually be incomprehensible, yet it'll immediately be simple to the one who looks behind]. The explanation offered by Gábor O. Nagy, however, does not stand the test this time. The saying the egg of Columbus cannot have been the transformation of the expression, since Turriano constructed his machine in the township of Toledo only some 40 years after the discovery of America. The egg which is referred to in the saying could mostly have been the egg of Brunelleschi (around 1420). As a widely known fixed word connection, as a classic pan-Europeanism, however, it was adopted with the name of Columbus (after 1492) in the European public consciousness and especially in that of the Spaniards. This is finely symbolized by the monument of Columbus shaped as an egg in the inner city of Spain's Sant Antoni de Portmany (Ibiza). The locution the egg of Juanelo [Turriano] originated after 1534 has come into use in the Spanish language only as a subsequent synonym of the saying the egg of Columbus. It is worth mentioning that András Dugonics, in his compilation entitled Hungarian parables and prominent sayings (1820), narrates a story similar to that of Columbus and Brunelleschi in regards to the idiom If thou breaketh its head the egg can stand nonetheless, which is, nevertheless, linked to Amerigo Vespucci. (Bárdosi 2015, 297-298) . Fig. 1 continued on next page. 
The chief sources of the Hungarian treasure of phrasemes
On the basis of the data in the dictionary, it is worth indicating what the major sources of the Hungarian treasure of phrasemes are. When exploring the lineage and source of the explications and glosses in the dictionary, it can be concluded that the 1800 phrasemes fall into the following 48 etymological classes listed in alphabetical order:
adage, anecdote, fable -advertisement -agriculture, peasant life -ancient wisdom -animals -Bible -commercecustoms, tax -dance -dress, attire, fashion -education -ethno-stereotype, cliché -euphemism -film -fishing -folk custom -game -general observation -Greek-Roman mythology -health, illness, medicine -history -hunting -industry -joke -comedy -justice, law -kitchen, cookery -a knight's life -legend -literature -loan phraseme -music -object of use -occupation, profession -of uncertain origin -onomatopoeic / echo word -philosophy -religion, realm of belief -rule of meteorology -semantic element -sexuality, eroticism -sport -superstition, folk belief -technics -trafficviticulture, winery -wandering phraseme -war, combat, military Frequently, a phraseme could be categorized into two or more classes. For instance, the phraseme fűbe harap ʻto bite the dust', whose origin is rather obscure and can be traced back either in general observation, superstition or folk belief. The proverb Az asszony ingatag ʻWoman is unstable' may figure in the literature category as well as in the music one. The saying elszívja a békepipát ʻto smoke the peace pipe' can be included within the 'literature' category, by dint of James Fenimore Cooper or Karl May, but it can justifiably be listed under 'folk custom' or 'object of use'.
Arranged in the percentage rate of the categories, the above cluster will result in the following:
literature (22 %), Bible (13 %), history (10 %), general observation (9 %), semantic element (8 %), ancient wisdom (5 %), loan phraseme (5 %), superstition, folk belief (5 %), Greek-Roman mythology (4 %), religion, realm of belief (4 %), adage, anecdote, fable (3 %), justice, law (3 %), folk custom (3 %), of uncertain origin (2 %), agriculture, peasant life (2 %), sport (2 %), war, combat, military (2 %), music (2 %), occupation, profession (1 %), game (1 %), philosophy (1 %), technics (1 %), film (1 %), hunting (1 %), health, illness, medicine (1 %), wandering phraseme (1 %), joke (1 %), animals (1 %), kitchen, cookery (1 %), euphemism (1 %), object of use (1 %), comedy joke (1 %), traffic (1 %), chivalric life (1 %), legend (.4 %), commerce (.4 %), fishing (.3 %), sexuality, eroticism (. (Piirainen 2005) . In this respect, it is only the ninth place of the category of Greek-Roman mythology (kettévágja a gordiuszi csomót ʻto cut the Gordian knot', herkulesi munka ʻHerculean task', kitakarítja Augiász istállóját ʻto clean the Augean stables', Angyal repül el a ház fölött. ʻThere is an angel passing; An angel passes.') that implies some exception, as, compared to its place within French language, culture and education, its presence in the Hungarian world of phrasemes is considerably less. The fourth place of the phrasemes that emerged on the ground of general observation of everyday life (az orránál fogva vezet vkit ʻto lead one by the nose', Ami elromolhat, az el is romlik. ʻIf something/ anything can go wrong, it will.') does not call for a detailed explanation either.
The category semantic element, which is quite general, involves phrasemes (leissza magát a sárga földig ʻto get sloshed/drunk/stoned/soaked -literally: to drink himself down to the yellow ground', Közös lónak túros a háta. ʻeverybody's business is nobody's business -literally: a jointly owned horse has a roughed-up back.') that may have been originated from semantic shift or alteration (narrowing of meaning, augmentation of meaning, wordplay, archaism, etc.). The relatively prestigious place of the ancient wisdom section (Fejétől bűzlik a hal. ʻFish begins to stink at the head.', Lassan járj, tovább érsz. ʻHe who goes slowly, goes surely/safely/far.; Make haste slowly.') confirms the theory in favour of European phraseological universals. The anonymous Greek and Latin sayings reveal the surviving impact of ancient culture.
The loaning and mirror translation between languages is not the exclusive feature of words. Indeed, the phraseme treasure of the Hungarian language is enriched by dozens of elements of foreign extraction. The overwhelming majority of which, two thirds of the loan phrasemes, directly derives from German (pálcát tör vki, vmi felett ʻto denounce/censure/condemn smb roundly -literally: to break a staff over smb, smth', iszik, mint a kefekötő ʻto drink like a fish -literally: to drink like a brush maker') while some phrasemes got into Hungarian from French via German mediation (faséban van vkivel ʻto be at loggerheads --cf. French fâché ʻoffended, injured'), but one can find many examples of phrasemes of other extraction. For instance, French: azsúrban van ʻto be up to date' (cf. French être à jour), ismeri a bontont ʻto know the good tone' (cf. French connaître le bon ton); English: indián nyár ʻIndian summer', Buknak/dőlnek/hullanak ki a csontvázak n a szekrényből. ʻto have a skeleton in the cupboard/closet'; Spanish: kék vér csörgedezik vkinek az ereiben ʻto have blue blood in one's veins' (cf. Spanish tener sangre azul en sus venas); Turkish: A kutya ugat, a karaván halad. ʻThe dogs bark, but the caravan goes on.' (cf. Turkish It ürür, kervan yürür.); Arabic: Ha a hegy nem megy Mohamedhez, Mohamed megy a hegyhez. ʻIf the mountain will not go/come to Mahomet, Mahomet will/must go to the mountain.'; Hebrew: nagy behemót ember ʻa behemoth of a man'; Malay: ámokfutást rendez ʻto run amok'. If the mediating language was not unequivocally identifiable, in this case the phraseme was classed as a wandering phraseme.
The common characteristic of phrasemes belonging to superstition, folk belief (burokban született ʻto be born with a caul', vkit elönt az epe ʻto fly into a rage -literally: to be gripped by bile') and religion, realm of belief (áment mond vmire ʻto say amen to smth', az ördög ügyvédje ʻDevil's Advocate', ronda, mint a bűn ʻas ugly as sin') is that they all preserve most of the records of cultural history in the Hungarian language.
The adage, anecdote, fable (előre iszik a medve bőrére ʻto sell the skin till you have caught the bear'), justice, law (lakatot tesz vkinek szájára ʻto keep one's lips sealed, seal one's lips', pellengérre állít ʻpillory') and folk custom (áprilist járat vkivel ʻto make a fool of smb -literally: to have him go on the April fool's round', úgy bánik vkivel, mint a hímes tojással ʻto handle smb with kid gloves -literally: to treat him like an ornamental egg') sections represent by and large the same, by no means negligible weight in the formation of phrasemes of the Hungarian language.
Following the analysis of the strongest classes I illustrate the other phrasemes listed in decreasing order with a characteristic example for each: of uncertain origin (az ebek harmincadjára kerül ʻto go to the dogs -literally: to get to the dogs' thirtieth'); agriculture, peasant life (kirúg a hámból ʻto paint the town red, to go out on a spree -literally: to kick over the braces'); sport (kenterben ver vkit ʻto beat smb hands down -literally: to beat him in a canter'); war, combat, military (állja a sarat ʻto hang in, to hold one's own/ground, tough it out -literally: to stave off the mud'); music (A show-nak folytatódnia/mennie kell (tovább). ʻThe Show Must Go On.'); occupation, profession (vmi vkinek a malmára hajtja a vizet ʻit's grist to smb's mill'); game (of cards) (kivágja a rezet ʻto do one's level best -literally: to hit the winning copper on the table'); philosophy (Buridán szamara ʻBuridan's ass'); technics (azonos hullámhosszon van vkivel ʻto be on the same wavelength'); film (Az igazság odaát van. ʻThe Truth Is Out There.'); fishing, hunting (a zavarosban halászik ʻto fish in troubled waters'; kelepcébe csal vkit ʻto lure smb into a trap'); health, illness, medicine (hippokratészi arc/ábrázat ʻHippocratic face'); wandering phraseme (ágyúval lő verébre ʻto break a butterfly on the wheel, to take a musket to kill a butterfly -literally: to shoot at the sparrow with a cannon'); animals (együtt üvölt a farkasokkal ʻto howl with the wolves'); kitchen, cookery (borsot tör vkinek az orra alá ʻto play tricks on smb -literally: to crush pepper under smb's nose'); object of use (elszívja a békepipát ʻto smoke the peace pipe'); traffic (zöld utat kap ʻto get the green light'); knight's life (felveszi a kesztyűt ʻto take up the glove/gauntlet'); legend (bolygó hollandi ʻthe Flying Dutchman'); dress, attire, fashion (nagy lábon él ʻto live in grand style -literally: to live on big feet'); education (akadémiai negyedóra ʻan academic quarter'); dance (tojástáncot jár ʻto walk on eggshells -literally: to dance the eggdance').
Summary
A deeper uncovering of the mysterious and thrilling world of phrasemes was considered by Julio Casares an urgent and unavoidable task as early as 1950, as day in day out there are obstacles of misunderstanding coming in between us and the world: "Estamos ante un mundo misterioso [de los modismos] cuya exploración es urgente, apremiante, inaplazable; porque cada día que pasa van cayendo nuevos velos de incomprensión que se interponen entre nosotros y ese mundo" (Casares 1950, 241) . The etymology of idioms requires an extremely meticulous Sisyphean task. The examinations of origin would be compared to a jigsaw puzzle of which we know only every tenth element and the reconstruction of which should be circumspect as to not enforce an element into a part that should remain empty: "Chaque locution est un puzzle dont nous ne possédons qu'une pièce sur dix et en essayant de le reconstruire on doit se garder de forcer les morceaux dans une échancrure destinée a rester vide" (Guiraud 1962, 108) . If in the course of this work a data or a vestige arises like the thread of Ariadne along which we can complement or even resolve parts that had been in obscurity and insert all the elements of the puzzle, then we can say in retrospect, with the words of Mihály Vörösmarty, the great Hungarian poet of the 19th century: "This was great entertainment, a man's job!"
